
Word is spreading fast about Revere 
Clinics, led by cosmetic physicians 
Sabika Karim and Sach Mohan. 

This aesthetics dream team work together 
at their two locations (one in vibrant Harley 
Street, the other in leafy Northwood) to offer 
non-surgical solutions to those really in the 
know. These internationally acclaimed experts 
help their patients look naturally youthful 
with a range of  subtle treatments, many of  
which have been pioneered by themselves 
and adopted by their peers worldwide. Both 
doctors have been blessed with an aesthetic 
eye that helps them tailor-make the perfect 
treatment plan for every patient. 
  
FAT LOSS FACELIFT™
A slimmer profile can be yours thanks to a 
revolutionary new non-surgical treatment 
available exclusively at Revere Clinics. Invented 
by the cosmetologist duo, the Fat Loss Facelift™ 
(FLF) removes undesirable fat from the chin, 
lower cheeks, jawline and neck, it can also be 
used to slim down naturally round faces. This 
faster alternative to facial liposuction takes a 
mere quarter of an hour, yet gives permanent 
results with less downtime and at a fraction of the 
cost: treatment starts from £1,400.

THE HISTORY
The ageing face is really about volume 
redistribution. Physicians have been restoring 
facial proportions with Dermal Fillers and 
masking the effects of fat gain. Until the FLF™,  
we’ve had nothing apart from surgery to tackle 
the excess fat we can accumulate that causes 
the middle age sag. ‘Fat Loss Facelift™ has 
revolutionised our patients’ outcomes and now 
we finally have the tool to address this volume 
gain’, says Dr Karim. 

HOW IT WORKS
Precise injections of the fat-dissolving solution 
deoxycholate cause the fat cells to expand and 
break down before they are naturally, safely and 
permanently eliminated from the body. You won’t 
be left too chiselled. ‘We don’t destroy all the 
fat, just the excess fullness to ensure a natural 
result, which takes full effect within 8 to 12 
weeks’ explains Dr Mohan.

TATLER • PROMOTION

Cosmetic doctors Sach Mohan and Sabika Karim have  
rewritten the rules of anti-ageing with the ground-breaking 

non-invasive Fat Loss Facelift™, that delivers sensational
results in a single 15-minute treatment

A DEFINING 
MOMENT 

IN ANTI-AGEING

IS FLF™ THE PERFECT FIX FOR YOU? 
YES, IF YOU SHOW TWO OR MORE OF THE FOLLOWING SIGNS: 

� An oval or rounder face that you feel makes you look slightly overweight
� The fuller face, that requires contouring makeup to define cheekbones 
� Nose to mouth lines and marionettes without the evidence of wrinkles
� Jowls or blurred jawline, with a mild pinch demonstrating just more than 
sagging skin
� A double chin

Call 0203 5046 950 to book your complimentary consultation at Revere Clinic in Harley Street. 
Call 01923 889 604 to book an appointment at Revere Clinic in Northwood.  

For more information, visit revereclinics.com

WHAT ARE THE BENEFITS
Newly slender-faced patients ‘rave about their enhanced cheekbones and 
jawlines, according to Dr Karim. Age is no barrier for a naturally more youthful, 
slimmer-looking face with a redefined jawline. Patients also mention the 
tightening effect of the skin, and the natural lift achieved by the removing 
the heaviness. Yes, there’s some downtime – expect significant swelling and 
soreness for between six and nine days. But that’s nothing when you consider 
that Fat Loss Facelift™ is non-surgical and scar-free and provides permanent 
results visible after just eight weeks. 


